
WHY DO YOU USE                WITH FIDELITY IN YOUR DISTRICT?

HOW DO YOU MEASURE SUCCESS AND ACHIEVEMENT USING               ?

HOW DO YOU USE                TO INCREASE STUDENT PROFICIENCY ?

We use EdHub throughout our school district. We use it to manage our student data, to input student
intervention plans, track student behavior, as well as to complete our teacher supervision and evaluation
process. EdHub makes all these processes easy to complete. We can find all the data we need in one
location. Teachers can see the academic performance of a single student or the entire class quickly and
easily. Interventions maybe created for an individual student or groups of students and teachers are able to
track the progress of the interventions. We are able to create the necessary reports to submit our data to the
State Department of Education as well as for many federal reports. When a student moves from our district
to another - a transfer file is generated from EdHub which includes the crucial data for the student.

DISTRICT
SPOTLIGHT

All our local and state assessment data is routinely input into EdHub. This allows us to have one location for
teachers, counselors, and administrators to quickly access the data for a student, teacher, school, and/or
district. While the district leadership team consistently reviews data, EdHub makes the process easier. The
school intervention teams utilize EdHub to implement intervention plans for students. This also provides the
benefit for future teachers to see what has and has not worked for an individual student. Just the fact that
teachers do not have to go to multiple locations to gather student achievement data increases the usage of
data to make decisions for students. They now have the time to use the data, instead of spending the time
trying to gather the data. Providing staff with the student achievement data and dedicating time to reviewing
the information is critical to increasing student achievement - EdHub makes that possible.

EdHub helps us to measure success and achievement in multiple ways. Teachers complete their Individual
Professional Learning Plan within EdHub. Goals that are created can be reviewed and evaluated by teachers
and supervisors throughout the year. Since student achievement data is kept within the same program it is
even easier to include student achievement in goal plans. As the superintendent, I can monitor teacher
supervision to adjust training that maybe needed throughout the district by creating reports that show
teacher performance on the Danielson components. We can establish the "key indicators" for our school
district and then easily generate reports on the district's performance around those key areas.
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